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Negation and Operator Dependencies
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Introduction
Much effort has been devoted in recent years to elucidate the syntactic and semantic properties of the particular class of indefinite NPs exemplified by Italian nessuno, niente or French personne, rien, both "nobody" and "nothing" respectively. The neutral characterization of such elements as N-words, due to Laka (1990), highlights the main difference with their counterparts in languages like English or German: an item like nessuno in many contexts neutralizes the distinction between the English nobody and anybody. The Italian data discussed in this paper show, however, that it is not just N-words (that is, items with a negative interpretation in  isolation and in at least some contexts) that look distributionally like a cross between "pure" negative quantifiers and "pure" polarity items: a well-defined set of polarity-item-like elements pattern accordingly in a significant number of respects, reviewed in sections I and II. As pointed out below, the fact that their distribution is much more restricted than that of other dependent indefinites in other languages (including English polarity items) shows that the licensing conditions on such items involve more than just being in the scope of a semantically appropriate licenser. A plausible move would be to derive the distributional restrictions described in sections I-II from independently motivated constraints on syntactic LF movement. However, sections III-V document a host of further distributional constraints, typical of "pure" polarity items and dependent elements in general, that cannot be derived from syntactic movement. Crucially, N-words in this reading behave differently from N-words in their canonical negative reading. The evidence is thus contradictory: these Italian dependent elements differ from English polarity items in having restrictions reminiscent of movement, yet they differ from clear cases of LF movement in being sensitive to constraints typical of polarity items. The different syntax of N-words according to their interpretation illustrates the contrast strikingly. This state of affairs, then, cannot be accounted for by simply positing that being "dependent" involves LF movement. The solution proposed in sections VI-VII consists in distinguishing movement, conceived of as feature tranfer from one position to another, from what will be simply called "Dependency". The latter notion models a weaker syntactic relation, obtaining whenever one or more features are expressed under two or more nodes in the appropriate configuration but are interpreted at LF as two links of the same formal object. Simple dependent elements, like English polarity items, must be bound by the closest operator; Italian polarity items and N-words in this reading in addition form an operator dependency with their licenser, which amounts to establishing a representational chain respecting connectivity. The creation of a chain by means of feature transfer, finally, corresponds to LF movement, and is instantiated by N-words in their canonical negative reading.


I. Non-canonical contexts licensing Italian N-words
The most typical context where N-words appear in Italian is certainly the negative clause. If the N-word is a preverbal subject or a fronted focussed phrase (but not both), this suffices to express negation and no marker is allowed anywhere else; otherwise, the marker non appears before the verb. The marker non and a dependent N-word may be separated by one or rarely more than one clausal boundaries, but in general only when the clause is complement to an epistemic or volitional verb. This extremely sketchy picture describes what I will call "canonical licensing context", which lies outside the scope of the present paper. Here we are interested in other contexts, referred to as "non-canonical", characterized either by a different (non-negative) interpretation of N-words, or by additional distributional constraints, or both. The following examples illustrate the constructions in which Italian N-words occur with the interpretation of a simple, i.e. non-negative polarity item. The acceptability is not constant across constructions, and there is a certain degree of idiolectal variation; most importantly, at least according to my judgment mai "never" and nessuno "nobody" make up a clear contrast in (4), as indicated:

(matrix) yes-no questions
(1)			è venuto nessuno? 
			"has anyone come?"

rhetorical wh-questions
(2)			chi ha detto niente?
			"who said anything?"

sentence comparatives
(3)		??	la facciata è venuta meglio di quanto nessuno si aspettasse
			"the façade turned out better than anyone expected"

superlatives
(4)	a		è l’idea più stupida che abbia mai sentito
			"it’s the dumbest idea I have ever heard"

	b	*	è l’idea più stupida che abbia mai avuto nessuno
			"it’s the dumbest idea anyone has ever had"

However, pending a better understanding of this uneven pattern of acceptability, I will idealise the data somewhat and assume that N-words are licensed in these contexts. In the following examples the N-word is licensed by a negative operator (assumed to be associated with the matrix verb in (5) and (6)), so that the interpretation is negative; however, as will become clear later, these constructions too should be seen as "non-canonically" licensing N-words.  

negative predicates
(5)	a		l’imputato nega di aver mai saputo niente 
			"the defendant denies having ever been aware of anything"

	b	?	dubito che se ne sappia niente
			"I doubt that anything is known about it"

not-that / it’s-not-that
(6)			non (è) che mi abbia aiutato nessuno
			"(it’s) not that anyone helped me"

subjunctive relative clause
(7)			non c’era un solo studente che avesse letto niente
			"there was no student who had read anything"

non + (some) adjuncts
(8)	a		me ne sono andato, ma non perchè volessi offendere nessuno
			"I left, but not because I wanted to offend anyone"

	b		non me ne sono andato perchè volessi offendere nessuno
			"I didn’t leave because I wanted to offend anyone"

	c		non me ne sono andato per fare un favore a nessuno
			"I didn’t leave to do anyone a favour"

senza "without"
(9)			me ne sono andato senza che Gianni dicesse niente
			"I left without Gianni saying anything"

"parasitic" negation (Longobardi 1991)
(10)		?	non credo che fare niente sia più necessario
			"I don’t think that doing anything will be necessary anymore"

The first conclusion afforded by even a superficial inspection of this list is the following: the licensing contexts (1)-(10) are only a subset of the licensing contexts for polarity items in other languages, like English or, especially, Greek. For the latter, Giannakidou (1997:55-58) lists no fewer than twenty different licensing environments, including for instance protasis of conditionals, restrictions of universal quantifiers, NP-comparatives, subjunctive complement clauses, clauses with modal verbs, and other contexts where Italian N-words are not licensed. Moreover, the distribution of Italian N-words does not coincide with the subset of licensing environments classified by Giannakidou as "emphatic" dependent elements. Even disregarding the fact that no Italian dependent item may be used as a free-choice item, as in anyone can do that, the conclusion follows that the distribution of dependent indefinites varies across languages, although the licensing contexts do seem to range within a common, semantically specifiable set.
	Apart from N-words, other dependent elements may appear in most of the contexts so far reviewed. The pronominal granché "all that much" and alcunché "anything" chicchessia "anyone" are just like their English glosses in requiring a licenser; in addition, there is a number of expressions like molto X "much X", troppo X "too much X", tutto questo X "all this X", all inflecting for gender and number, which have an independent interpretation on their own but acquire a distinct, in some cases idiomatic reading when licensed by negation. For instance, non ... troppi X does not mean "not too many X", but "a small number of X"; non ... tutto questo X does not have the deictic reading "not all this X" but rather "not that much X"; the idiomatic reading of non ... molti is the only one available if the phrase is modified as non ... poi molti. Throughout, the most natural licenser is negation. Although substituting these phrases for N-words in (1)-(10) does not uniformly give acceptable results, the following list is a representative illustration of this distributional near-equivalence:

(matrix) yes-no questions
(1')			hai visto alcunché? 
			"have you seen anything?"

rhetorical wh-questions
(2')		??	chi ha detto alcunché?
			"who said anything?"

negative predicates
(5')	a		l’imputato nega di aver parlato con chicchessia
			"the defendant denies having talked to anyone"

	b	?	dubito che se ne sappia granché
			"I doubt that much is known about it"

not-that / it’s-not-that
(6')			non (è) che abbia visto troppo entusiasmo
			"(it’s) not that I saw all that enthusiasm"

subjunctive relative clause
(7')			non c’era un solo studente che avesse letto alcunché
			"there was no student who had read anything"

non + (some) adjuncts
(8')	a		sono venuto, ma non perchè mi aspettassi granché
			"I came, but not because I expected much"

	b		non sono venuto perchè mi aspettassi granché
			"I didn’t come because I expected much"

	c		non ho insistito per ottenere poi molti favori
			"I didn’t insist to obtain all that many favours"

senza "without"
(9')		?	me ne sono andato senza che Gianni dicesse poi molto
			"I left without Gianni saying all that much"

Acceptability varies greatly depending on the licensing environment and the dependent phrase; in this short selection only the better results are shown. This is enough, at any rate, to introduce the material for the following sections, where we will see that interesting contrasts emerge even when such dependent expressions are c-commanded by a fully legitimate licenser.


II. Blocking contexts
That an embedded N-word in preverbal subject position cannot be bound by a superordinate negation is familiar at least since Rizzi 1982, although many speakers (not including myself) do accept this construction. This is reflected by the star paired to the first line of (11a), with the indicated gloss. Significantly, the judgment is the same replacing the N-word nessun caso "no case" with granché "that much", alcunché "anything", (poi) molti casi, troppi casi and tutti questi casi, all in the dependent interpretation "all that many cases":

preverbal subjects
(11)	a	*	non possiamo affermare che	nessun caso sia davvero risolto
		*		granché
		*?		alcunché

	b	*	non possiamo affermare che	molti casi	siano davvero risolti
		*		poi molti casi
		*		troppi casi
		*		tutti questi casi
			"we can't assert that any case ( ... ) has really been solved"

Predictably, the sentences become acceptable with both N-word and dependent elements as objects (here and below, only the gloss for the N-word is provided, for reasons of space):

(12)			non possiamo affermare che la polizia abbia davvero risolto	nessun caso 
				granché
				alcunché
				molti casi					poi molti casi
		?		troppi casi
		?		tutti questi casi
			"we can't assert that the police has really solved any case ( ... )"

The deviance of (11) is traditionally imputed to the illegitimate LF raising of the preverbal subject (Kayne 1981). Since the same effect is triggered by other dependent elements, we are left with two possibilities: either there is no LF movement involved for both types of elements, and the traditional ECP-based account has to be replaced, or the traditional analysis is fundamentally correct, and then dependent items like granché raise just like N-words. Later we will see that this statement of the facts is oversimplistic. For the time being, however, we can proceed to check whether the observed match between N-words and othet dependent elements holds also in other contexts where the relation between negation and N-word is known to be blocked. The answer is in the affirmative:

some adjuncts
(13)		*?	non ho fatto il reclamo a causa di	nessun problema tecnico 
		*		granché
		*?		alcunché
		*		molti problemi tecnici
		*		poi molti problemi tecnici
		*		troppi problemi tecnici
		*?		tutti questi problemi tecnici
	"I didn't file the complaint because of any ( ... ) technical fault"

conjuncts
(14)		*	non pretendo che tu faccia	niente o chiami Gianni	(Longobardi 1991)
		*		granché
		*		alcunché
		*		molti favori
		*		poi molti favori
		*		troppi favori
		*		tutti questi favori
			"I'm not demanding that you do anything ( ... ) or call Gianni"

second term of comparison
(15)	a	*	non sono più ingenuo di	nessuno 
		*		molte persone
		*		poi molte persone
		*		troppe persone
		*		tutte queste persone
		*		chicchessia
			"I'm not more naive than anybody ( ... )"

	b	*	il problema non è più preoccupante di	granché
		*		alcunché
			”the problem isn't more worrying than that much”

independent tense domains (indicative mood)
(16)	a	*	non sono sicuro che leggerò	nessun libro
		*		molti libri
		*?		poi molti libri
		*		troppi ibri
		*		tutti questi libri
		*?		granché
		*		alcunché
	"I'm not sure I'll read any book ( ... )"

	b	*	non sono sicuro che incontrerò chicchessia
				"I'm not sure I'll meet anyone"

(15) and (16) contrast with (17) and (18) , where grammaticality is restored respectively by replacing dependent elements with the arbitrary (free-choice) indefinite qualsiasi persona "any person", and by repositioning the negative marker non in the complement clause:

(17)	a		non sono più ingenuo di qualsiasi persona	
			“I’m not more naive than just anybody”			

	b		il problema non è più preoccupante di qualsiasi altra cosa		
			"the problem isn’t more worrying than just any other thing"

(18)	a		sono sicuro che non leggerò	nessun libro
				molti libri
				poi molti libri
				troppi ibri
				tutti questi libri
				granché
				alcunché
			"I'm sure I won't read any book ( ... )"

	b		sono sicuro che non incontrerò chicchessia
			"I'm sure I won't meet anyone"

As we have seen above, this does not yet show whether LF movement takes place or not. It does show, however, that N-words and non-negative dependent elements pattern together, and that their distribution differs from that of English polarity items (which of course can occupy a dependent preverbal subject position: cf. the grammaticality of the glosses). 


III. Contrasts with respect to movement
The evidence presented so far may be taken to simply show that LF raising affects a larger class of elements than just N-words. If dependent elements like granché move at LF, it is indeed natural that their distribution is more limited than that of Greek or English polarity items (semantically their counterparts), as shown in section I. But things are more complex. (19) and (20) show, respectively, that a phrase can be connected (to use a neutral, descriptive term) to negation across a relative clause boundary but cannot be Wh-extracted, and that, conversely, a phrase cannot be connected to negation across an independent tense domain, but it can be Wh-extracted:

movement out, dependency ok
(19)	a	*	cosa (non) c’era uno studente che sapesse?		(cf. 7)
			"what was (not) a student who kew?"

	b	*	a chi te ne sei andato per fare un piacere?		(cf. 8)
			"who did you leave to do a favour to?"

	c	*	cosa te ne sei andato senza che Gianni dicesse?	(cf. 8)
			"what did you leave without Gianni saying?"

movement ok, dependency out
(20)	a		di chi sei stato più ingenuo?				(cf. 15)
			"than whom were you more naive?"

	b	?	cosa sei sicuro che leggerai?				(cf. 17)
			"what are you sure that you’ll read?"

The asymmetry exemplified by (19) is of the familiar sort motivating analyses in terms of LF pied piping: cf. Longobardi 1991, Moritz and Valois 1994, Acquaviva 1997 (chapter 1), to mention only some proposals for negative quantifiers. The problem is very general, and may be possibly solved along the lines of Manzini's (1995) account, capitalizing on the hypothesis (itself motivated) that the head of the island phrase is appropriately connected to the licenser to guarantee an uninterrupted dependency path for the dependent element (which must not itself escape the island domain), but not for the trace of an element raised outside of the island domain. (20) is a different matter, however. If anything, an approach that views overt movement as the building of a dependency between the moved element and its trace implies that movement is well-formed only if dependency is too, over and above the issue of how this dependency is formally defined. 
	Apart from this, there is the fundamental fact that relations such as that between a licenser and a dependent item are typically unselective, connecting one operator to possibly several phrases regardless of referential co-indexing, while movement, even LF movement, is typically seen as primarily a relation between one phrase and its coindexed trace(s). However, matters are very unclear here, because there is no generally accepted analysis of parasitic gaps (generally, if not exclusively, requiring coindexing of the gaps) or of multiple Wh in situ (each carrying a different index) that could shed light on the nature of the relation under scrutiny. Therefore, I will simply point out that coindexing of the base-positions is typical of those relations involving gaps, like visible movement and parasitic gap structures; compare (21a) and (21b) in this respect:

(21)	a		non credo che leggere [nessun altro libro]j ti serva [più] a [niente]k ora	j_k
			“by now, I don’t think that reading any other book will do you any good
 			anymore”

	b	?	un autore che solo leggere a fondo ej permette di capire ek			j=k
			"a writer that only reading indepth allows one to understand"

However, nothing will be based on this observation.


IV. Factors extraneous to movement
The facts illustrated in the preceding section do not represent a serious problem for the claim that dependent elements like granché are LF raised just like N-words; at most, they represent unexpected difficulties that call for a readjustement. There is a different empirical domain, however, in which the parallelism so far observed between N-words and dependent items has nothing to do with movement. 

I. The Immediate Scope Constraint (Linebarger 1987)
Linebarger (1987) observed that the distribution of English polarity items is constrained by semantic scope relations in a way that, in some carefully chosen contexts, is independent of syntactic (S-structure) ordering: a polarity item must be interpreted in the immediate scope of its licensing operator (negation); no "logical elements" can intervene, where "logical elements" are quantifiers and other operators that can enter into scope relations with negation. 

(22)			no "logical element" can intervene between a polarity item and its licenser

An illustration is provided by the contrast in (23), where in both cases negation is syntactically closer to the direct than to the indirect object:

(23)	a		John didn't give money to every charity		(Linebarger 1987:352)
			"it wasn't every charity that John gave money to"

	b	*	John didn't give a red cent to every charity
			"it wasn't every charity that John gave a red cent to"

Putting aside the irrelevant reading where the universal has widest scope ("for each charity, it was the case that John didn't ..."), the remaining reading for (23a) is NOT-EVERY, as indicated in the gloss.
(23b) differs only in that the indefinite money is replaced by the polarity item a red cent. Here, the indicated scope order NOT-EVERY triggers ungrammaticality: the ISC is violated because the polarity item is not in the immediate semantic scope of its licenser—the quantifier EVERY interevenes. In this case, the polarity item a red cent does not even have access to the existential interpretation that rescues the similar structure in 24b:

(24)	a		she didn't wear earrings to every party		(Linebarger 1987:353)
			"it wasn't every party that she wore earrings to"

	b		she didn't wear any earrings to every party
		*	"it wasn't to every party that she wore any earrings"
			"there are no earrings that she wore to every party"

Unlike a red cent, any earrings can be existentially quantified and thereby raised (semantically) outside the scope of EVERY: NOT-Ex earrings-EVERY, which corresponds to the second reading in (24b). But the first reading, with the order NOT-EVERY-ANY EARRINGS, violates the ISC and therefore is only available to (24a), with a bare indefinite instead of a polarity item.
	Linebarger conceived of the ISC as a semantic constraint, as opposed to a syntactic one. I would like instead to apply it (in the form given in (22)) to LF representations (cf. Hornstein 1995), because viewing it as a typical syntactic minimality effect neatly derives the fact that "logical interveners" are only operators of a particular kind: semantically strong quantifiers, or some weak quantifiers (essentially "positive polarity items") that I will label "positive existential". As argued in Acquaviva 1996 and briefly recapitulated below, these are just the elements that arguably involve an outer shell above DP, where operator features are expressed. For now, all we need to see is that N-words behave like polarity items in being blocked by the ISC:

 strong quantifiers
(25)	a	*	non ho dato 	ogni regalo 			a nessun parente
		*		la maggior parte dei regali
			"I didn't give every gift / most gifts to any relative"

	b	*	non ho accusato	ogni imputato			di niente
		*		la maggior parte degli imputati
			"I didn't accuse every defendant / most defendants of anything"


"positive existential" weak quantifiers
(26)	a	*	non ho dato 	qualche regalo  a nessun parente
		*		parecchi regali
			"I didn't give some gift / a lot of gifts to any relative"

	b	*	non ho accusato	qualche imputato	di niente
		*		parecchi imputati
			"I didn't accuse some defendant / a lot of defendants of anything"

non interveners for the ISC
(27)	a		non ho dato questi regali a nessun parente
			"I didn't give these gifts to any relative"

	b		non ho accusato questi imputati di niente
			"I didn't accuse these defendants of anything"

The same effect applies to dependent items (*non ho accusato ogni imputato di granché / non ho accusato questi imputati di alcunché), but this is expected, to the extent that dependent items are like English polarity items in needing a licenser; what calls for an explanation is their patterning with N-words in the contexts reviewed in sections I-II. Whether or not the behaviour of dependent items is expected, the ISC facts are very important for our analysis of N-words. (25)-(27) show that the relation between N-word and negation is like that between polarity items and licenser (negation). This time the parallelism between N-words and dependent items is less important than the observation that the ISC is not a condition on LF raising. A-bar movement is normally permitted across every N or some N: cf. who did you give every gift / some gifts to t ? So every N and some N are interveners for the chain neg ... no N but not for the chain Wh ... t.
	The consequences of this state of affairs are easy to draw. Whether or not N-words and dependent elements both involve LF raising, it is a fact that both are sensitive to the ISC, which does not concern LF raising but only the relation between licenser and polarity item. Secondly, the interveners for the ISC are not negative. If we want to pursue a syntactic reinterpretation of the ISC it must be in terms of features, but then the relevant feature here cannot be [+negative]. 

II. affatto "at all", [whether] ... o no "or not"
The ISC is not the only restriction affecting N-words and dependent elements but otherwise irrelevant for LF raising. Elements of both classes (and only them) are incompatible with the intensifier affatto "at all", which is itself a negative polarity item (for more details and an attempt of an explanation, see Acquaviva 1996):

(28)			non ho visto (*affatto)	nessuno sbaglio
				(*affatto)	poi molti sbagli
				(*affatto)	molti sbagli
				(*affatto)	troppi sbagli
				(*affatto)	tutti questi
				(*affatto)	granché
				(*affatto)	alcunché
			"I didn't see any mistake ( ... ) (at all)"

Likewise, N-words and dependent elements pattern together in being incompatible with a disjunctive tag-question:

(29)	a		è arrivato nessuno (* o no)?
			"has anyone arrived (or not)?"

	b		sono arrivati poi 	molti studenti (*o no)?
				tutti questi studenti (*o no)?
			"have all that many students arrived (or not)?"

	c		è successo	granché (*o no)?
				alcunché (*o no)?
			"has all that much ( ... ) happened (or not)?"

As (30) shows, this incompatibility does not extend to indefinites like someone(30a), something (30b) or some students (30c), which in the context of these sentences only differ from N-words and dependent elements in not being "dependent" and not in the overall interpretation:

(30)	a		è arrivato qualcuno (o no)?
	b		sono arrivati degli studenti (o no)?
	c		è successo qualcosa (o no)?

No matter what explains the restriction (which, to my knowledge, is not operative on English polarity items), the relevant point is that it is shared by dependent items and N-words, and has nothing to do with A-bar movement. 


V. Two types of relations NOT ... N-word
The evidence so far presented shows that Italian N-words and dependent items have some typical properties of polarity items while at the same time both obey locality conditions typical of elements raised at LF (and thus different from English or Greek polarity items). If the data stopped here, we might regard Italian both N-words and dependent items as a sort of mix, dependent like polarity items but subject to obligatory LF movement. However, a simple test allows us to tell apart two distinct readings for N-words: under one of them, the N-word may be modified by quasi "almost", praticamente "virtually", proprio, assolutamente "absolutely" (plus the N-modifier neanche "not even"), is restricted to "canonical" licensing contexts and essentially respects island constraints on overt movement; under the second one, the N-word patterns with dependent elements both with respect to distribution (which is more liberal) and with respect to modification by quasi etc. (which is impossible). The following list repeats (1)-(10) above, showing this time than in each of these contexts the N-word is incompatible with modification by quasi. For reasons of space, the correspondent examples with praticamente, proprio, assolutamente and neanche have not been added.

(31)			è venuto (*quasi) nessuno? 

(32)			chi ha detto (*quasi) niente?

(33)		??	la facciata è venuta meglio di quanto (*quasi) nessuno si aspettasse

(34)			è l’idea più stupida che abbia (*quasi) mai sentito

(35)	a		l’imputato nega di aver mai saputo (*quasi) niente
	b	?	dubito che se ne sappia (*quasi) niente

(36)			non (è) che mi abbia aiutato (*quasi) nessuno

(37)			non c’era un solo studente che avesse letto (*quasi) niente

(38)	a		me ne sono andato, ma non perchè volessi offendere (*quasi) nessuno
	b		non me ne sono andato perchè volessi offendere (*quasi) nessuno
	c		non me ne sono andato per fare un favore (*quasi) a nessuno

(39)			me ne sono andato senza che Gianni dicesse (*quasi) niente

(40)		?	non credo che fare (*quasi) niente sia più necessario

Predictably, the same modifiers cannot accompany dependent elements, just like almost cannot modify a polarity item (or any other indefinite) in English (cf. (1')-(9') above): 

(31')			hai visto (*quasi) alcunché? 
			"have you seen anything?"

(32')		??	chi ha detto (*quasi) alcunché?
			"who said anything?"

(35')	a		l’imputato nega di aver parlato (*quasi) con chicchessia
			"the defendant denies having talked to anyone"

	b	?	dubito che se ne sappia (*quasi) granché
			"I doubt that much is known about it"

(36')			non (è) che abbia visto (*quasi) troppo entusiasmo
			"(it’s) not that I saw all that enthusiasm"

(37')			non c’era un solo studente che avesse letto (*quasi) alcunché
			"there was no student who had read anything"

(38')	a		sono venuto, ma non perchè mi aspettassi (*quasi) granché
			"I came, but not because I expected much"

	b		non sono venuto perchè mi aspettassi (*quasi) granché
			"I didn’t come because I expected much"

	c		non ho insistito per ottenere poi (*quasi) molti favori
			"I didn’t insist to obtain all that many favours"

(39')		?	me ne sono andato senza che Gianni dicesse poi (*quasi) molto
			"I left without Gianni saying all that much"

This split with respect to "almost"-modification was discovered for Greek and Catalan by Giannakidou and Quer (1995), who argued that it serves as a diagnostic to tell apart LF-raising quantifiers (modifiable) from in-situ indefinites (not modifiable). Giannakidou (1997) develops this approach identifying the quantificational / emphatic / strongly licensed items with negative topics, and the non-quantificational / weakly licensed ones with in-situ indefinites, which do not show locality constraints provided they are under the (immediate) scope of a licenser. In view of the rather different distribution of Italian elements (cf. Giannkidou 1997:171-196), it would be plainly wrong to simply force this analysis on Italian. It would be wrong, that is, to insist on a two-class system, with "quantifiers" on the one hand raising at LF and thereby showing the typical restrictions on A-bar movement, and dependent indefinites on the other hand that simply need to be bound (locally) by their licenser, showing just ISC effects. (31)-(40), together with sections I-II, show instead a different bipartition for Italian: first, N-words in canonical contexts, modifiable by quasi, and essentially obeying constraints on A-bar movement; second, the class made up of dependent items and N-words in non-canonical contexts, non modifiable by quasi. Crucially, this second class must obey some sort of locality, weaker than that displayed by the first (witness the more liberal distribution), but still stronger than the conditions imposed on Greek and English polarity items (essentially, just the ISC). As the data in section IV show, items in both classes are like polarity items (that is, are "dependent") in a sense that sets them apart from other LF-raising quantifiers. 
	Summarizing, English / Greek polarity items must just be bound by their licenser (respecting the ISC), and there is no reason to assume movement for them; Italian N-words in canonical contexts must either LF-raise to their scope position or anyway form a chain with it (see Acquaviva 1994, 1997 for discussion); dependent items and N-words in non-canonical contexts fall in between. The next sections will articulate and motivate the hypothesis that this "quasi-movement" relation is precisely formalizable, and corresponds to the relation holding between the links of a representational chain. Following the letter, if not quite the spirit, of Manzini (1994, 1995), I will call this relation Dependency.


VI. Operator Dependencies
The notion of Dependency defendend here represents one implementation of the idea of "connected paths", articulated in great detail by Kayne (1983) and variously developed since. Work in this area expresses the common theme that movement relations, visible or abstract, are a subset of those relations between nodes in a phrase marker connected by a well-formed path, in a sense to be formally defined. Because of the inherent representational perspective required by the very idea of "path", approaches in these terms have proven fruitful in analyzing local relations involving in-situ elements, like Wh-phrases in-situ and parasitic gaps (Kayne 1983), quantifiers and N-words themselves (Longobardi 1991). Naturally, a conclusive proof that one and the same conception of locality underlies movement (visible and abstract) and any other syntactic relations would be the best attainable result of a theory of locality. In this respect, I believe, the distribution of Italian N-words and dependent items suggests the interesting conclusion that movement is not just a subset, but a proper subset of well-formed syntactic relations ("Dependencies"); the split between canonically and non-canonically licensed N-words (with and without quasi, respectively)  identifies the distinction between chain formation, understood as transfer of featural content from one node to another, and Dependency, understood as identification of a single LF object. The ordered set of nodes making up a Dependency (along the lines sketched below) is interpreted as a single LF object, in the precise sense that a feature X is interpreted once although it may have multiple syntactic (or indeed morphological) exponence. A Dependency, in this sense, is a well-formed set of interpretable features, following the terminology but by no means the analysis of Chomsky 1995.
	Since this paper is primarily an investigation on the syntax of a body of Italian data and its theoretical consequences, let us put an end to this highly abstract digression and turn to a concrete implementation. First, I will define the following two features and their interpretation:

(41)		[+dependent]  "must be locally bound by a [+operator]"
		[+operator]  "is interpreted as an operator" (possibly forming a complex operator)

English polarity items are [+dependent]: their well-formedness requires binding by a suitable licenser. This is not directly in contrast with semantically-oriented views of polarity items licensing; the contentious bit lies rather in the implicit claim that all licensing contexts involve a suitably placed [+operator] head. It may well be the case that this view proves too strong, but this is irrelevant for the present purpose, which is to contrast this rather loose locality condition (essentially just limited by the ISC) with the stronger one holding of Italian N-words and dependent items. These elements, I claim, are [+operator] in the syntactic sense that they are not well-formed unless they constitute or are part of a syntactic object ultimately interpreted as an operator. Granché, for example, is [+operator] in that it is obligatorily interpreted as part of the operator "not-much", to which it contributes the "much". In addition, and unlike N-words, dependent elements are also [+dependent]. It is the [+operator] specification, however, that sets them apart from polarity items in other languages. This is accomplished by the creation of an Operator Dependency, a connected set of [+operator] terminals defined as follows:

(42)	a		A sequence of [+operator] heads X1 ... Xn is an Operator Dependency iff for
			 every m, 1 _ m _ n,
			i.	 	Xm binds Xm+1
			ii.	 	there is no [+operator] head Y such that Y c-commands Xm+1 
					and Y does not c-command  Xm 
			iii.		the feature matrices of Xm and Xm+1 are non-distinct.

	b		X binds Y iff X c-commands Y and X and Y are coindexed.
	
(43)			An Operator Dependency is interpreted by a single semantic operator.

Clause iii. in (42) is instrumental in deriving the noted ISC effects for N-words (which are not [+dependent], given that they can occur in isolation and in other contexts without any visible licenser). In the abstract structure illustrated below, the intervening universal quantifier is marked [+operator] and qualifies as a closer binder for nessuno with respect to non (clause ii.). However, ogni does not qualify as a part of the Dependency, because its featural composition is distinct from that of [+negative] elements. 

(44)	 					a---_------l
				noni	ognij	nessunoi
				[+OP]	[+OP]	[+OP]
				[+Neg]	...	[+Neg]
				...

Strong quantifiers or positive existential quantifiers are potential interveners, and therefore blockers, because they share with negatives the [+operator] feature (unlike, say, questi N in (27)) but at the same time their featural make-up is incompatible with [+negative]. For reasons of space, I will not include in the present discussion the independent supporting arguments presented in Acquaviva 1996 for this incompatibility. It is argued there that the ISC can in fact be derived accepting that, as suggested by other arguments, strong, negative and positive existential quantifiers all occupy an outer QP above the DP level (cf. also Acquaviva 1995). In this way the class of interveners for the ISC, stipulated by Linebarger, coincides with the values a [+operator] Q can take in alternative to [+negative].
	By analyzing dependent items and N-words are links of Operator Dependencies, we are implicitly saying that other elements may take part in this formal object, provided that its featural characterization is compatible and that locality requirements are met. This is precisely the status of such well-formed constructions shown in (1)-(10), here briefly sumarized:

(45)	a		(matrix) yes-no questions			
	b		rhetorical wh-questions			
	c		sentence comparatives				
	d		superlatives					
	e		negative predicates				
	f		not-that / it’s-not-that				
	g		subjunctive relative clause			
	h		non + (some) adjuncts				
	i		senza "without"						
	j		"parasitic" negation 	

Both (45a) and (45b) involve the presence of a (root) licensing operator distinct from that of constituent questions. As shown by the fact that these same constructions license polarity items in English, it is no stipulation to assume that whatever head acts as a licenser in English, it does the same in Italian and is obviously compatible with a [+negative] characterization. Being [+operator] and compatible with [+negative], if not [+negative] itself, it forms a Dependency with a N-word or a dependent item.
	(45c-d) are likewise operator constructions, although it is far from clear just why the content of this operator should be compatible with the features and requirements of N-words and dependent items. Note that downwards entailing expressions by themselves do not license N-words in Italian: *ben pochi hanno visto niente "few people saw anything". But it is just as well, since these are the two least productive contexts in the list.
	Things are slightly clearer for (45e): again, a complementizer is involved, and all we need to do is to accept in essence the analysis of Progovac 1995 (for English) and associate this complementizer with a negative operator (see however Giannakidou 1997 for justified criticism).
	(45f)-(45i) all instantiate the scheme in which some features of the complementizer node are selected by a superordinate negation. The marker non in the "not-that" construction, limited to root contexts,  is with C in a particularly tight relation, allowing no intensifiers (non è (*assolutamente) che ...). The following contrast clearly illustrates the difference with the normal negation of a CP:

(46)	a		non (è) che abbia visto nessuno
			"(it's) not that I saw anyone"

	b	*	non è vero che abbia visto nessuno
			"it's not true that I saw anyone"

The same line can be pursued for senza, a negative preposition taking CP complements. In the relative clause construction, negation selects the obligatory subjunctive mood for the relative, as well as exceptionally licensing a bare NP as antecedent. This is enough to justify the idea that negation and the relative C are formally connected; however, the limited productivity of N-words licensing again blurs matters. As for clausal adjuncts, the first thing to note is that perché is in fact a complementizer (see discussion in Acquaviva 1997, with references). It is an independently established observation (Manzini 1995) that  licensing of N-words patterns with triggering the subjunctive; again, this indicates that negation and C must be somehow related. Note that subjunctive mood is a necessary, but not sufficient condition (cf. the subjunctive abbia visto in 46b). 
	The case of parasitic negation is somewhat different. As detailed in Longobardi 1991, here an otherwise illegitimate relation between licensing negation and a N-word is exceptionally licensed by a second, legitimate link, along the lines of Kayne 1983. Crucially, the parasitic element must itself be connected, in the same sense, to the well-formed link. In our terms, the presence of an independently well-formed Dependency between legitimate N-word and negation ensures that the parasitic N-word will be dominated by some node appropriately characterized. It is with this node, which we may identify with C, that the parasitic N-word can establish a Dependency, if (42) is respected. What is essential is that in this case the necessary [+operator] qualification on  C is a function of the legitimate N-word forming a Dependency with superordinate negation. The precise analysis of this construction, however, requires an explanation of other key factors like the role of focus and, again, its limited productivity. 
	In all these contexts, the [+operator] characterization of intervening C nodes, and the compatibility with [+negative] of any intervening [+operator] have reasonable empirical justification. Before turning to the difference between Dependency and Chain formation, let us examine if the contexts blocking Dependency can be accounted for as naturally:

(47)	a		preverbal subjects
	b		some adjuncts
	c		conjuncts
	d		second term of comparison
	e		independent tense domains (indicative mood)

The easiest case is (47d). It is only natural that the comparative construction should make use of an operator, and that the semantics of this operator make it incompatible with [+negative]. Note, however, that the comparative operator should mark clausal scope, and as a sentential operator the comparative is not incompatible with negation:

(48)	a		nessuno ha più guai di Gino
			"nobody has more troubles than Gino"

	b		[NEGx [ MOREy [ x has y troubles than Gino]]]

The intervener is actually più "more", which amounts to saying that the intervening effect is strictly syntactic, as defined on an LF representation.
	As for (47c), we must recall that the example (14) contrasts with (14') and (14''):

(14)		*	non pretendo che tu faccia  niente o chiami Gianni
			"I'm not demanding that you do anything or call Gianni"		

(14')			non pretendo che tu faccia niente o chiami nessuno
			"I'm not demanding that you do anything or call anyone"

(14'')			non pretendo che tu faccia niente né che chiami Gianni
			"I'm not demanding that you do anything ( ... ) or call Gianni"

Descriptively, the whole conjunction is negative either if explicitly marked by né as in (14'') or, which probably means the same, if both conjuncts are negative. It does not seem relevant that (14'') favours inserting a C node (the gloss is "... or that you ..."); (14'') with né replaced by o "or" is as bad as (14). Apparently, the conjunction involves a [+operator] node which is also [+negative] only if explicitly so marked. This predicts that English polarity items will be blocked when Italian N-words are (because of the ISC), and the degraded status of the gloss to (14) confirms it.
	Turning finally to (47a,b,e), the first thing to note with respect to (47a-b) is that the same type of contexts in English does not block the licensing of polarity items. Since we know that English polarity items are subject to the ISC, this can only mean that the reason for the ill-formedness of the dependency is not the presence of an illegitimate intervening operator. In (47b) and (47e), this conclusion can be strengthened to the claim that the structure lacks a conveniently characterized head: say, C is not [+operator]; alternatively, the lack of subjunctive (subordinating) mood implies that the tense/mood of the subordinate must not be interpreted as part of a longer chain including the matrix. For (47e) and (47b), this correctly derives that English polarity items are acceptable but Italian N-words and dependent items are not. But in (47a) the problems are due solely to the preverbal subject, and notice that the putative topic orientation of preverbal subjects in a language admitting postverbal subjects would not be a good explanation, as French shows. In short, for preverbal subjects I have nothing to add to an approach like that of Manzini 1992. This is a problem, because in that theory the behaviour of subjects is related to their not being complements to a head belonging to a series of connected heads. However, the notion of Dependency adopted here does not coincide with that proposed by Manzini; on this point, therefore, the present analysis does not go beyond a principled explanation of the difference between Italian dependent items and English polarity items, both being [+dependent] and neither raising at LF.


VII. Dependencies versus Chains
Part of the interest of Italian N-words lies in the fact that they are, for all morphological and lexical purposes, a unified class. The dichotomy brought out in this study is syntactic: we are not claiming that there are two distinct types of N-words, but that there are two distinct mechanisms associating them with an operator. I would like to insist that the distinction does not seem to lie in their semantics either, as the differences with Greek dependent items make clear. At this point we should ask what, then, sets apart the contexts listed in sections I-II from what I have so far referred to as "canonical licensing" (for want of a still more neutral term). Descriptively, the differences may be summarized as follows:

(49)	a		non-canonical contexts block modification by quasi, proprio, praticamente,
 			assolutamente, neanche
	b		in some, but not all, of the non-canonical contexts the licensing operator is not 
			negation
	c		productivity varies lexically and idiolectally only in non-canonical contexts 

(49a) is the main evidence for the distinction, although not the only one if (49b-c) are correct statements. It suggests a semantic restriction, although this cannot just state that quasi and the other modifiers can only modify quantificational elements: non-restricted N-words like nessuno and niente can be used as predicate nominals, hence clearly without quantificational value, but still tolerate modification by proprio, praticamente and assolutamente. Likewise, neanche can modify a predicate NP, as in non sono neanche un bravo cuoco "I'm not even a good cook". Semantic considerations are plainly necessary to explain the pattern of distributional restrictions, but are not the primitive difference between the two licensing mechanisms. Instead, it is (49b) that, in the context of the preceding discussion, points to the key factor.
	Throughout the list of non-canonical contexts in (45), the [+operator] feature hypothesized for N-words must be taken as meaning "is interpreted as part of a complex operator", not simply "as an operator". Variously lexicalized complementizers form with negation a complex operator. The licenser is never just "negation", always "negation plus something else" even when this something else has a purely grammatical function like tense / mood. Correspondingly, lexical and idiolectal variation affects just those contexts where the interpretation is not constant; it makes sense that variation should affect single lexical items. Of course, this is also true of what I have called "dependent items" (like granché), which by the criteria in (49) have only access to non-canonical licensing. The stricter relation that only holds in canonical contexts, then, differs precisely in that it does not create complex operators by joining heads with partially overlapping features. This is the relation traditionally associated with movement. We may call it "Chain" for the purpose of distinguishing it from Dependency.
	Since the pretheoretical terminology at this point confuses contexts with licensing mechanisms, let us finally clarify the terms employed so far. 

(50)	Dependency		a structured set of terminals possibly belonging to more than one 
					syntactic category, sharing at least one feature and with non-
					conflicting feature specifications; shared features are interpreted 
					as a single LF object; may form complex operators.

	Chain			stricter than Dependency: does not allow forming complex
	 				categories (like complex operators) and has uniform syntactic
					category

	non-canonical contexts	those where only Dependency may hold, but not Chain

	canonical contexts		those where both Dependency and Chain may hold


Conclusion
Having defined Dependency in unambiguously representational terms, it seems natural to attribute the lesser flexibility of Chains to its character of feature-transfer operation; the former is a formal object, the latter essentially a process. A process in this sense does not entail a strictly derivational view of syntax, since it may be understood as an identification procedure between nodes of a phrase marker. It is not even strictly necessary to argue that Dependencies and Chains must have different locality conditions if they are to be distinguished: enjoying the possibility to combine different heads, a Dependency relation will necessarily be more liberal than a Chain, because the latter may be blocked by a head that is simply a part of the former. Exactly for this reason, I have argued, the series {Neg, C, N-word} can only be read as a Dependency (so that quasi cannot modify the N-word), and not as a Chain, because it is not the case that each terminal has all the features relevant to the interpretation of the Chain. So, although the concept of Chain is most naturally viewed as a structure-building operation transferring a feature to a higher terminal (Chomsky 1995), it could still be construed representationally and remain different from that of Dependency. 
	The reinterpretation of all instances of movement as feature transfer with some concomitant effects, proposed by Chomsky (1995), also opens up the possibility that Chains, in the present sense, are not formed by actual movement of features. In the preceding example, then, {Neg, C, N-word} can only be a Dependency, but {Neg, N-word} may form a chain if locality is respected; in this case, the features relevant for the interpretation of a negative operator have independently been provided to the two nodes. Even in this case Dependencies and Chains would be distinct.
	On the issues just hinted at here I have not taken any position. In particular, it remains an open issue whether the distinction between Dependency and Chain must additionally include a statement of different locality conditions for each of them. I have argued that the distributional differences described above can be derived directly by the definition of the two concepts, without requiring distinct locality conditions; but additional data may well change the picture. But a discussion of locality is somewhat tangential to the issue of whether Chian and dependency relations must be distinguished. The main point of these far-fetched speculations remains the same as that of the whole paper; namely, that elements subject to "movement", no matter how it is conceived of, are not the only ones subject to locality constraints stronger than that on English polarity items. The syntax of Italian dependent items and N-words justifies, in my view, distinguishing Chain formation (understood as transfer of a feature content) from the formation of complex formal objects made up of already existing feature bundles—Dependencies.
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